
Reinforcement learning based machine
tool control

Challenge Owner: Agie Charmilles SA a fully owned entity of Georg Fischer AG

GF Machining Solutions is provider of machines, automation solutions and services
to the tool and mould making industry and to manufacturers of precision
components.

Context

Future digital factories require machine tools that can adapt to changing
environmental conditions or disturbances to deliver reliable performance to reduce
resource consumption and avoid waste. Adaptive process controls have been utilised
in advanced manufacturing processes to address this challenge; however, their
applicability is limited to the conditions to which the process control thresholds are
empirically set.

Challenge

In this challenge, we would like to demonstrate the application of reinforcement
learning to process control in advanced manufacturing to form robust and flexible
digital factories.

We propose to work on the following use cases, with the intent to increase
productivity in manufacturing and reduce the subsequent processing step in the
manufacturing chain.

1. Rib machining

Any polymer part typically requires reinforcement ribs for mechanical stability.
Machining of ribs is highly challenging due to their geometric shape. Productivity is
of utmost importance in this machining using Electric Discharge Machining (EDM).
We intend to apply AI control during Rib machining to increase productivity for our
customers across different sectors.

2. Surface machining

https://www.gfms.com/com/en.html


Large ICT devices or display moulds require homogenous polished surfaces. We
intend to apply the algorithm for process control in surface machining to increase
productivity, reduce post-polishing which is labour intensive.

Part of the challenge is to measure how flexible is the proposed algorithm and how
much fine-tuning is necessary to adapt to the specific use case.

Expected demonstration:

For both rib machining and surface machining, a control algorithm is using fixed
thresholds in a stochastic process. The objective is to use dynamic thresholds. We
aim at the application of reinforcement learning to calculate optimal thresholds. The
entry data to the algorithms come from 8 signals with 1ms sampling rate.

The KPI is to increase machine speed. At this stage, roughly 60% of the process time
is non-productive.

Available datasets:

Each machining can last from 10min to 8 hours. Georg Fischer has a large quantity of
data available for fixed thresholds and can generate more.


